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I suppose the words that stumble
Out from under our tongues

Are merely afterthoughts
For every second of silence

We have been forced to sit through.

Every “um” is a quiet chorus of defiance for which our deviance
Has been punished.

Every “like” is another tongue’s
Refusal of redemption.

We are not polished to perfection,
We are rough edged and reckless-

But I know that is what has made us
So beautiful.

That which has deemed us
Unworthy of attention

Has allowed to grow into
A kaleidoscopic collection

Of cracking voices
That believes not in overlooking

The unspoken.

We have been side-stepped
By the sweeping glances of our elders

For far too long.
No longer will we allow ourselves

To be silenced
by the prison of perfected cadence.

Instead, let us be
Beacons of the bizarre and breathless,

Of those voices hesitant
And most relevant to

The boundless virtue
That marks our imprint on tomorrow.
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